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ABSTRACT
As the number of integrated IP cores in the current System-on-Chips (SoCs) keeps increasing, communication requirements among cores can not be sufficiently satisfied using either traditional or multi-layer bus architectures because of their poor scalability and bandwidth limitation on a single bus. While new interconnection techniques have been explored to overcome such a limitation, the notion of utilizing Network-on-Chip (NoC) technologies for the future generation of high performance and low power chips for myriad of applications, in particular for wireless communication and multimedia processing, has been of great importance. In order for the NoC technologies to succeed, realistic specifications such as throughput, latency, moderate design complexity, programming model, and design tools are necessary requirements. For this purpose, we have covered some of the key and challenging design issues specific to the NoC architecture such as the router design, network interface (NI) issues, and complete system-level modeling.

In this paper, we propose a multi-processor system platform adopting NoC techniques, called NePA (Network-based Processor Array). As a component of system platform, the fundamental NoC techniques including the router architecture and generic NI are defined and implemented adopting low power and clock efficient techniques. Using a high-level cycle-accurate simulation, various parameters relevant to its performance and its systematic modeling are extracted and analyzed. By combining various developed systematic models, we construct the tool chain to pursue hardware/software design tradeoffs necessary for better understanding of the NoC techniques. Finally utilizing implementation of parallel FFT algorithms on the homogeneous NePA, the feasibility and advantages of using NoC techniques are shown.
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1. Introduction
In order to meet the design requirements for computation-intensive applications and highly integrated low power solutions, the number of computing resources on a single-chip has rapidly increased. This is mainly because of the current trends in VLSI technology where billions of transistors are available to the designers. While
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adding many computing resources such as CPUs, DSPs, and application specific IPs, to build a System-on-Chip (SoC), interconnection among resources becomes another challenging issue. For some applications SoC design must handle a mix of data streams such as video and wireless communication simultaneously. Although these streams may be different, they have to share common resources that are not optimized for the complete system integration of a SoC platform [1]. As a system platform for this purpose, currently either Multi Processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC) or Chip Multi Processor (CMP) are considered. MPSoC environment is the advanced SoC paradigm with multiple processing units. It consists of multiple homogeneous/heterogeneous processors such as CPU, DSP, IP blocks, and the associated communication capabilities. On the other hand, in a CMP environment, multiple programmable processors are located on a single chip. The CMP environment is similar in functionality to a small scale distributed computer systems.

As the semiconductor processing technology makes sub-micron level progress, there are several design limitations that need to be addressed. One of the critical issues is the wiring delay. While the speed of basic elements such as gates becomes much faster, the wiring delay is growing exponentially because of the increased capacitance caused by narrow channel width and increased crosstalk. According to [2], by 2018 the nominal logic gate delay of a high performance NAND gate is estimated to be less than 3 ps while the interconnect RC delay for a 1 mm copper intermediate wire is to be more than 3500 ps. That is, the interconnect delay is estimated to be 1000 times greater than the gate delay. Therefore, if this trend continues, the wiring delay will be one of the critical issues of the future VLSI designs.

In this paper, we propose the multi processor system-on-chip architecture named NePA (Networked Processor Array). The fundamental NoC techniques including the router architecture and generic NI are defined and implemented adopting low power and clock efficient techniques. A processing element based on OpenRISC is introduced for the homogeneous system. By using a high-level cycle-accurate simulation, various parameters relevant to its performance and its systematic model are extracted and analyzed. Finally, combining various developed systematic models, we construct the tool chain to pursue hardware/software design tradeoffs necessary for better understanding of the NoC techniques. The major contributions of this paper are: 1) a multi processor SoC platform, 2) design of fundamental components for NoC techniques, and 3) tool chain for NoC implementation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will introduce the backgrounds on NoC. Related works are addressed in Section 3. Section 4 will explain our platform in detail. Section 5 will provide some implementations on NePA as a benchmark. Finally conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Backgrounds

In communication between a small number of cores for a System-on-Chip (SoC) environment, available options have been bus-based architectures or point-to-point communication methodologies. For simplicity and ease of use, the bus-based architectures are the most common methods. Busses have been manually designed...
around either a specific set of features related with a narrow target need, or support for a specific processor. A bus-based architecture has fundamental limitations in terms of bandwidth and scalability. For instance, as the number of components attached to a bus increases, physical capacitance on the bus wires grows and as a result its wiring delay grows even further. Because of these serious limitations, designers have introduced advanced techniques such as: split and retry techniques, removal of tri-state buffers and multi-phase clocks, pipelining, and various methods of defining standard communication sockets. As a solution for overcoming some of these limitations, industry has introduced advanced bus architectures such as ARM\textsuperscript{T M} AMBA [3], OpenCore's WISHBONE System-on-Chip (SoC) interconnection [4], and IBM CoreConnect\textsuperscript{T M} [5]. Most of the advanced bus architectures adopt a hierarchical structure to obtain scalable communication throughput and partition communication domains into several groups of communication layers depending on bandwidth requirement such as AMBA high-performance bus (AHB) vs. AMBA peripheral bus (APB), and other relevant requirements. In many cases, these different bus architectures have required many changes in the bus implementation, but more importantly in the bus interfaces, with main impacts on IP reusability and new IP design. Bus architectures do not separate the activities generally divided as transaction, transport and physical layer operations. This is the key reason why they cannot adapt to changes in the system architecture or take advantage of the advanced silicon process technology.

Another approach to exceeding communication limitations and overcoming wiring delay problems for future technologies is to adopt a network-like interconnection which is called Network-on-Chip (NoC) architecture. By applying network-like communication which inserts routers in-between each communication object, the required wiring can be shortened. Therefore, the switch-based interconnection mechanism improves scalability and freedom from the limitation of complex wiring. Replacement of SoC busses by NoCs will follow the same path as data communication systems where from the economics point of view NoC can potentially reduce SoC manufacturing cost, time to market, time to volume, and design risk and at the same time improve performance. According to [1], the NoC approach has a clear advantage over traditional busses and most notably as far as the system throughput is concerned. And hierarchies of crossbars or multilayered busses have characteristics somewhere in between traditional busses and NoC. However, they still fall far short of the NoC with respect to performance and complexity.

Although the network technology in computer network is already well developed, it is almost impossible to apply those same techniques to a chip-level intercommunication environment without any modification or SoC optimization. For that reason, many researchers are trying to develop appropriate network architectures for on-chip communication. To be practical for an NoC architecture, the basic functionality should be simple and light-weight and the implemented components of an NoC architecture should be small enough to be economically feasible. On the other hand, for certain mobile applications it must meet the low power requirements as
well as performance and cost. In order to be low powered one has to consider many parameters such as clock rate, operating voltage, and power management schemes for the system design.

3. Related Works

In designing NoC systems, there are several issues that need to be considered such as: topologies, routing algorithms, performance, latency, and complexity. As topology variations, many researchers have proposed various interconnect architecture such as SPIN [6], CLICHE (Chip-Level Integration of Communicating Heterogeneous Elements) [7], 2D torus [8], OCTAGON [9], and a Butterfly Fat-Tree (BFT) [10]. As a feasible topology for NoC systems, the mesh is getting more popular for its modularity; it can be easily expandable by adding new nodes and links without any modification of the existing node structure. As the mesh nodes can be used as basic components in on-chip communication, they are potentially important components to accomplish a scalable communication model in NoC environment [11]. Another reason behind this popularity is the notion of being partitioned into smaller meshes, which is a desirable feature for parallel applications [12].

Another issue in NoC environment is the routing algorithm and the switching techniques. There are different types of switching techniques such as circuit switching, packet switching, and wormhole switching [13]. In terms of the way of choosing a path among the set of possible paths from source to destination, the routing algorithms are classified as deterministic/oblivious and adaptive ones [14]. The oblivious/deterministic routing algorithms choose a route without considering any information about the network’s present condition, resulting in relatively simple design complexity. Adaptive routing algorithms use the state of the network like the status of a node or link, the status of buffers for network resources, or history of channel load information. Adaptive routing algorithms are refined as minimal or fully adaptive routing ones depending on the degree of adaptivity. Even though the adaptive routing algorithms utilize the flexibility in routing paths, the design complexity should be increased. DOR (dimension-ordered routing) [15], ROMM [16], and O1TURN [17] are examples of deterministic or oblivious routing algorithms. Some researchers have developed better performance routing algorithms using adaptive routing algorithms [18][19][20][21][22][23].

On the other hand, the adoption of virtual channel (VC) has been expanding because of its versatility. By adding virtual channels and proper utilization, deadlock-freedom can be easily accomplished. Network throughput can be increased by dividing the buffer storage associated with each network channel into several virtual channels [19], resulting in increase of channel utilization. By proper control of virtual channels, network flow control can be easily implemented [24]. Also to increase the fault tolerance in a network, the concept of virtual channel has been utilized [25][26]. In order to maximize its utilization, the method of allocating virtual channels is a critical issue in designing routing algorithms [27][28]. Another
optimization approach is the clock boosting mechanism that proposed in order to increase the throughput of an adaptive router [29].

Network interconnects implement interfaces such as AXI, OCP, and DTL to connect IP modules within an NoC. AMBA Extended Interface (AXI) [32] is the next generation, high performance on-chip interface technology developed by ARM to support ARM11 family-class processors. The configurable AXI interconnection components provide data-efficient, highly-optimized link from the processor and data bursting in ARM core-based NoC systems. Furthermore the AXI configurable interconnect supports a multi-layer topology that guarantees the necessary bandwidth and low latency for all connected IPs and it provides related ARM technologies, such as IEM for voltage and frequency scaling. The Open Core Protocol (OCP) [33] is a plug and play interface for a core having both master and slave interfaces. The OCP signals of the functional IP blocks are packetized by a second interface. All signals are synchronous, simplifying core implementation, integration and timing analysis. It defines a point-to-point interface between two communicating entities and each component acts as master and slave. The OCP integrates all inter-core communications, including dataflow and sideband control signals. The Device Transaction Level (DTL) [34] is one of standards for interconnection researched by Philips Semiconductors to interface IPs existing on an SoC. The DTL allows easy extension to other future interconnection standards.

4. NePA Architecture

4.1. System Platform

Our approach is to construct a scalable, flexible, and reconfigurable multi-processor platform which meets the high-performance and low-power requirements. As a result, we designed NePA (Network-based Processor Array) system platform which is a mesh based multi-processor SoC as shown in Figure 1. This reconfigurable multi-processor platform includes multiple programmable processors, memory modules, and several specific IPs which are required as part of the specification. By virtue of scalability of NoC, the number of connected processors or IPs is not fixed in this platform. A heterogeneous and scalable multi-processor architecture allows parallel processing for several applications in a multi-processor system. The multi-processor system consists of a large number of homogeneous or heterogeneous processing elements executing multiple tasks concurrently. Current multi-processor SoC architectures designed to run a relatively small number of parallel applications has a significant limitation on the number of cores used because of low scalability and efficiency. Communication requirements for the conventional SoC system made of numerous cores will not be possible using a single or a multi-layer of busses due to their poor scalability and bandwidth limitation between the cores comprising the architecture. Future multi-processor architectures will be composed of hundreds of multi-processors by means of various interconnection methodologies, low-power,
and high performance processing element.

Figure 1: Reconfigurable NePA platform adopting the NoC techniques

Since one of the main goals of this research is to promote the performance of embedded computing systems by incorporating an NoC architecture. The research is concerned with the trends and characteristic behavior of on-chip interconnection networks and how NoC can be appropriately targeted for SoC designs. This strategy will result in a better understandings of the design and implementation of on-chip interconnection network that have the potential to improve the performance of modern chip-multi processors.

The outcome of this research will not only be a set of new architectural ideas and realization methodologies, but also a set of tools, strategies, and guidelines to design future chip-multi processor and their tool chain. The basic module of interconnection network in NoC is composed of router and network interface. In this section, we will investigate the high performance router architecture, general network interface for homogeneous/heterogeneous chip-multiprocessor, and low power architecture. Besides, we will provide the associated tool chain for the NoC generation and verification.

4.2. High-Performance Router Architecture

The design of a high performance router for on-chip interconnection has tight resource constraints such as router’s area, power, and speed. Adaptive routing has been proposed as a method of improving network utilization by using information about the network state to select a path among alternative paths to deliver a packet, potentially reducing network latency [14]. While a good adaptive routing algorithm can balance network occupancy and enhance its maximum throughput, it also suffers
from the design cost in terms of additional sophisticated logic and performance degradation due to the routing decision time.

Wormhole flow control has increasingly been advocated as a means of reducing latency by routing a packet as soon as its head flit arrives at a node. The routing of a head flit enables switches to establish the path and body flits are simply forwarded along the path in a pipelined fashion. Wormhole flow control has some disadvantages. A major problem is that a router stops a packet when its head flit is blocked. When the link requested by a head flit is busy, the head flit could not advance and the remainder of the flits are also stopped holding the buffers and channels along the path that have already formed leading to significant link congestion. One of the most serious disadvantages of an adaptive wormhole router is the performance degradation due to routing decision time because routing flexibility requires additional resources.

Our goal is not only to design a fast fully adaptive router which will provide more throughput than current wormhole routers, but also to provide flexibility in choosing an optimal router architecture depending on the applications. As a baseline router architecture, we developed the near-optimal router architecture as shown in Figure 2, which adopts a minimal adaptive routing algorithm and is deadlock-/livelock-free, and its performance has been already verified with simulation with standardized traffic patterns [35][36]. Also by prototyping the developed router architecture in RTL, the hardware complexity has been evaluated.

Figure 2: Adaptive router architecture
On the other hand, in order to enhance the maximum throughput and link utilization, a virtual channel (VC) approach was considered. In adopting VCs as a buffer model, their requirement of large number of FIFOs and additional delay caused by deep pipelining associated with complicated control mechanism of VCs such as VC allocation and switch arbitration, discourage the use of VCs regardless of versatility of VC approach. By optimizing the number of virtual channels (VCs) and developing a simple and independent management scheme in architectural level, we developed a low-latency adaptive VC router. In addition to VCs, by applying a dynamic priority scheme in managing routing paths, the link utilization was enhanced.

![Block diagrams of sub-routers of baseline and VC routers](image)

**Figure 3:** Block diagrams of sub-routers of baseline and VC routers

Figure 3 shows the block diagram of sub-router which is either right or left router.
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Figure 4: Baseline router performance in 8×8 mesh

Figure 5: VC enhanced router performance in 8×8 mesh
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in Figure 2. Figure 3(a) illustrates the baseline router which is based on FIFOs while Figure 3(b) represents the VC enhanced router. For each router, the overall performance for different traffic patterns is shown in Figures 4 and 5. As shown in Figure 4, the baseline router shows competitive performance with comparison to other routing algorithms. Furthermore, in VC enhanced low-latency router, the overall performance is improved with respect to latency and maximum throughput as shown in Figure 5.

Our aim is not only to improve the performance of on-chip interconnection network in terms of latency, throughput, and power consumption, but also to provide flexibility depending on the required bandwidth of target applications. Thus, the exploration capability of several developed router architecture is added to our tool chain to find out the optimal NoC architecture for the different application requirements. Effective parameters for various router configurations are kind of routing algorithm, type of buffer between FIFOs or VCs, number of FIFOs or VCs, and different VC allocation.

We also investigate the router architecture which enhances the channel utilization by using multi-clock domains. As an initial step, we developed a clock boosting mechanism which uses different clocks in a head flit and body flits [29]. We expect that these techniques reduce the latency and greatly increase the throughput independent of routing algorithms. According to [29], the clock boosting mechanism is motivated by the fact that routing decision time for the head flit is the critical path of an adaptive router, determining the operating frequency of overall router while body flits just advance along the reserved path that is already established by the head flit. Therefore, while a relatively slower clock is applied to handle the head flit, a faster clock is used to deliver the rest of body flits as shown in Figure 6. Then it

Figure 6: Conceptual block diagram of clock boosting router
reduces the probability of congestion as well as latency. As a result, it increases the maximum throughput as shown in Figure 7 where the ratio of increasing maximum throughput is almost proportional to the ratio of boosting clock to the original one.

4.3. Generic Network Interface

The network interface is an essential part of a generic NoC design where XML machine-readable specification can be used to interconnect IPs. It provides a more flexible and programmable interface for NoC systems. Also, it not only enables integration into EDA tools but also specifies the configuration of the network interface. To increase the performance and reliability of the NoC, development of an efficient on-chip network is essential.

Currently we have developed a simple NI module, one side of which is directly connected to the router and the other side is connected using a general bus interface as shown in Figure 8. In order to accelerate the speed of data transfer between router and the connected PE, most of NI operations are initiated by a minimal set of control registers and the rest of data transfer between router and PE is done automatically like conventional DMA controllers.

4.4. Processing Element

As an MPSoC system platform, each of the processing elements (PEs) can perform kernel-level operation in parallel depending on the applications. In our re-
search, we adopted an OpenRISC core as a homogeneous PE while one could use any embedded CPU or DSP. Original OpenRISC is a general RISC processor which includes I/D-caches, MMU, power management unit and debugging unit. After extensive refinement of this processes, we used the modified architecture in our design.

4.5. Tool Chain

Figure 9 illustrates a prospective NoC design flow as a tool chain. The right side of Figure 9 represents the basic design flow based on the given design libraries such
as several IPs, an NoC system library and other relevant sources. Different from SoC environments, MPSoC design flow explores the parallelism in a given target application. For this purpose, the profiling is used as the first step to estimate the required performance using all the parallel processing resources available for the target architecture. Based on the profiling information for a given set of application kernels, the choice of IPs utilized and the mesh dimensions are evaluated. Once the MPSoC IP components and the mesh dimensions are selected, the high-level NoC system simulation, the validity of performance margin and its power budget is evaluated. Depending on the results of the NoC system simulation, the procedure from kernel mapping to NoC system simulation is repeated. When the expected requirements of performance and power are met, the final description of the NoC system architecture is generated.

As part of this effort, we developed NoC specific system libraries. From the NoC architecture specification, both SystemC model and HDL description have already been completed. Specifically, a cycle accurate SystemC NoC simulator with various router specifications such as different type of routing algorithms, different types of buffer models like FIFOs and VCs, and their configurations, has been developed. In order to evaluate the performance of the target NoC architecture, several traffic pattern generators using stochastic models have been modeled in SystemC and tested. Although stochastic models are well defined and widely used for evaluation purposes, there are limitations regarding real traffic patterns, therefore a way of application-specific traffic generation is needed. From the SystemC model and its simulation with the traffic generation block, timing-accurate test vectors are generated for the RTL/gate-level simulation and verification. Throughout the synthesis and gate-level simulation, the necessary parameters are extracted and applied to build up the NoC system library.

5. Benchmark

In order to evaluate the NePA system, parallel FFT algorithms are used as benchmark. Many mapping scenarios of small point FFT have been introduced for different kinds of NoC topologies such as star [30], mesh, fat-tree and torus NoC [31]. For the NePA system, which is a 2D mesh NoC, we implemented 3 different parallel FFT algorithms and tested on our cycle-accurate SystemC simulator varying the input data size from 32 to 32,768. The components of the simulator are various number of compact OpenRISC processing elements and the associated routers and shared communication channels which connect the routers. The compact OpenRISC processing element has local program/data memory which is directly connected with OpenRISC core for fast access. The C program for each OpenRISC core was automatically generated from the kernel C which is described based on the proposed methods. Finally, the binary code for each PE was compiled using OpenRISC toolchains. The router model used in this system is the baseline router. The overall operating clock frequency is assumed to be 100 MHz. The proposed parallel FFT
algorithms are implemented and run by varying system parameters such as the number of PEs and the size of FFT. Data and the twiddle factors are represented in 16-bit real and 16-bit imaginary in 2’s complement format. 14 bits are used for the fractions and scaling is performed to avoid overflow. The input data are assumed to be fed in packet format from the external host which is connected to PE[0] which is located at the upper left corner in $4 \times 4$ mesh. Therefore, the corresponding input data for each PE are delivered throughout the network.

The three different parallel FFT algorithms differentiated by the degree of balanced computation and communication were tested and the execution time for completing all stages was measured. The result of the simulation is shown in Table 1 where pFFTv1, pFFTv2, and pFFTv3 represent the reference parallel algorithm method I, II, and III, respectively. Method I is the same as [37], and the other two were our own optimized ones. Method II is the version that has well-balanced kernels with regular communication pattern while the method III is the optimized version with further reduced communication overhead than method II.

The simulation shows that parallel FFTs require fewer clock cycles for computing transform on the same size of data as the number of processing elements increases. Also, the proposed algorithms such as methods II and III outperform the reference parallel FFT algorithm, method I. After running the simulation with different system parameters, the performance gain of method II over the reference parallel FFT method I is greater than 24% in $8 \times 8$ PE model when the data size is larger than $2^{13}$. The parallel FFT method III shows 33% of performance gain when the data size is $2^{15}$ and the average performance gain is 25%. As a result, the proposed algorithms are effective in utilizing the parallel processing capability of the architecture and achieve scalable performance.

When the performance results are compared with the cycle counts of FFT implemented on TI C62x and C67x architecture [38][39] where the formula of cycle counts are $(2N + 7) \log_2 N + 34 + N/4$, and $2N \log_2 N + 42$, respectively, our proposed algorithms spend less clock cycles. According to benchFFT [40], the results can be normalized by MFLOPS which is a scaled version of the speed, defined by:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Cycle counts for parallel FFT algorithms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65536</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 10: benchFFT comparison in speed

\[ MFLOPS = \frac{5N \log_2 N}{\text{time for one FFT in } \mu\text{sec.}} \]  

where \( N \) is the total number of FFT points. Figure 10 shows the normalized performance graph of method III with TI DSP’s based on benchFFT. In Figure 10, TIC62x and TIC67x are assumed to run at 300 MHz and 350 MHz, respectively. Therefore, even though the operating clock frequency is much lower than TI DSP’s, i.e. 100 MHz, our proposed algorithms show better performance starting with 2048-point FFT in 8×8 mesh. If the operating clock frequency is set to be as TI’s, then overall performance of the proposed methods in 4×4 and 8×8 mesh outperform.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have shown that the results of this research provide a new avenue for the design of next generation highly integrated embedded systems. The notion of NoC as a replacement for bus central design is another key contribution of this work. The tool chain and the modeling effort discussed here for the target platform is one of the principle results for design exploration of future systems. By applying the designed system platform to practical embedded system design, an easy integration of different IPs or processors is possible. Also our application mapping approach is a conceptual basis for automatic kernel mapping, scheduling, and parallel programming models.
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